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  . . the quality of music. Mr. Wurster is a teacher who . . . teaches us that life is more than a matter of sophisticated calculation and cold numbers, that it's a question of taste, of courage, of friendship, and of love." —William Safire, The New York Times "Wurster's book is a 'gutsy' attempt to draw out the soul of music and define its complex relationship to social order. Fascinating." —Louise Story,
The New York Times Book Review "In exquisite prose, Wurster has re-created the Paris of Serge Gainsbourg's youth, giving him a voice and a home. . . . Wurster has done an admirable job in illuminating Gainsbourg's views and points of view on life, love, religion, and politics." —Michael Kanan, Booklist "Gainsbourg has never been a great singer, but Wurster shows that he has a remarkable

capacity for telling stories in song, more in keeping with a novelist than a singer-songwriter.... Gainsbourg would surely love the book...." —Maria A. Moore, The New York Times "A book about the human spirit in music.... [Le Freak] is to music what Joplin's work was to jazz. Wurster succeeds in being as detailed as he is subtle in analyzing Gainsbourg's career." —Martin Aston, The New York
Times Book Review "Wurster has written a book that is both a guide to the French music business and a compelling meditation on the power of music to create worlds, to communicate emotions, to heal, and to engage the heart and mind of a listener." —Emily St. John Mandel, author of Station Eleven "This is a book about a musician's work, as well as about a musician's life. Wurster makes a

convincing case that Gainsbourg's music has made him rich, but that he has spent most of his life making music that he still believes to be of value. This biography is especially valuable because it makes no attempt to be the definitive Gainsbourg biography. Instead, it is a fine work of cultural history.... The sound of Gainsbourg's 'crystalline waltz' is enhanced by these resonant pages." 82157476af
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